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SHELBY R. (#3)

Beau Rocks (#6)

Shez a Grinder (#1)

Exacta:  3/1-2-6, $3.  Tri:  3/1-2-6/1-2-6, $3.  Daily Double:  3/1-5-8, $3.      

Didn’t appear to care for the wet surface when favored in her most recent, her 
effort one back was nice and that try would make her pretty tough in here.
Veteran has only one win at Emerald but she does come off a nice second place 
finish and appears the main late danger.
Fourth while in need of a race last, she figures to improve.

Super:  3/1-2-6/1-2-6/all, $1.80.  Pick 3:  3/1-5-8/2-6-7, $4.50.  Pick 4:  3/1-5-8/2-6-7/5-8, $13.50.

LLOYDS LOGIC (#1)

Deshambeau (#8)

Parker’s Gold (#5)

Exacta: 1-8/1-5-8, $4.  Tri:  1-8/1-5-8/1-4-5-8-9, $6.  Pick 3:  1-5-8/6-7/5-8, $6.

$22,000 yearling purchase sports a nice string of workouts leading to his debut, 
he is bred to have some early speed and the rail draw a plus.
This one cost $20,000 as a yearling and he is bred to win early, barn has them 
ready for their debuts, should come out running.
First time starter draws Radke to ride and his most recent three works are nice.

JERSEY RED (#6)

Dyf (#7)

Miso Fast (#2)

Exacta:   6-7/2-6-7, $4.  Tri:  6-7/2-6-7/2-4-5-6-7, $6.  Pick 3:  2-6-7/5-8/2-7-8, $9.

Made his return to Emerald a winning one over slightly easier last, he can act 
from on or off the lead early, has four wins at this distance.
Ran pretty well in his first start of the year last when routing, he also loves this 
distance and this barn is going great guns.
Back in a sprint and droping down to the level of his last win, don’t ignore.

UPO (#8)

Blame It On Kitty (#5)

Deepingreen (#7)

Exacta:   5-8/5-7-8, $4.  Tri:  5-8/5-7-8/1-2-5-7-8, $6.  Pick 3:  5-8/2-7-8/1-6, $6.

Unlucky to draw way outside but he comes off a nice win at Golden Gate last and 
has raced well on dirt surfaces in the past, choice.
Never threatened when well bet on a wet surface last, he did run very well in his 
previous two starts and deserves a look of those efforts.
Received a perfect stalking trip and drew clear late last, he would be no surprise.

Super:  1-8/1-5-8/1-4-5-8-9/all, $6.    Pick 4:  1-5-8/6-7/5-8/2-7, cost $12.

Super:  6-7/2-6-7/2-4-5-6-7/all, $4.80.   Pick 5:  6-7/5-8/2-7-8/3-4-6/2, $18.

Super:  5-8/5-7-8/1-2-5-7-8/1-2-4-5-7-8, $3.60.  Pick 4:  5-8/2-7-8/1-4-6/2, $9.

PARKER’S

Today’s Best Bet (s):
            SHELBY R in the first.
BENNYANDTHECHICKS in the seventh.
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SIR DEPUTY (#2)

Crest Drive (#7)

Zatter (#8)

Exacta:  2-7/2-7-8, cost $4. Trifecta:   2-7/2-7-8/1-2-4-7-8, $6.

Sped to the lead held on late in a fast win in his first start for this barn last, he 
has other early speed to deal with tonight but looks best of that big effort.
Caught a sloppy surface and tired when favored last, he will be back on a dry 
track and should get a great stalking trip.
Distant third to the top choice last but he is capable of better, must be respected.

Super:  2-7/2-7-8/1-2-4-7-8/1-2-4-5-7-8, $3.60.   Pick 3:  2-7-8/1-4-6/2, cost $4.50.

HYDROGEN (#1)

Cody’s Choice (#6)

Robs Lucky Spirit (#4)

Exacta:  1-6/1-4-6, cost $4. Trifecta:  1-6/1-4-6/1-3-4-6-8, $6.

Daily Double:  1-4-6/2, cost $3.

Just missed in his first start at Emerald last, he draws the advantageous one hole 
at this distance, repeat effort should be good enough.
Stopped badly last but he had an excuse (broke through the gate prior to the 
start), figures to sprint clear early and go a long way on the lead.
Invader from California is going well right now, he should be close by late.

BENNYANDTHECHICKS (#2)

Okbow Park (#8)

Rowdy Returns (#4)

Exacta:   2/1-4-6-8, cost $4. Trifecta:   2/1-4-6-8/1-4-6-8, cost $6.

Adds the blinkers and drops in price after an even third last, he should be set for 
best, edge.
Had no apparent excuse for the dull try last but he drops in price and should be 
passing many of these in the stretch.
Been away since October but he looks to fit well in here, must be considered.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS
for Friday Evening, June 24th, 2022

Today’s Longshot (s): Today’s Exotic Play (s):

CODY’S CHOICE in the sixth. Race 5, $1 Exacta:  2-7/2-7-8, cost $4.

Super:  1-6/1-4-6/1-3-4-6-8/all, $6.

Super:  2/1-4-6-8/1-4-6-8/1-4-6-7-8, $1.80.  H5:  2/1-4-6-8/1-4-6-8/1-4-6-8/1-4-6-8, $12.


